In this paper authors present the results of identification of emission and capture processes in tandem solar cell structures based on quaternary InGaAsN semiconductor alloys by DLTFS (Deep Level Transient Fourier Spectroscopy) and by analytical evaluation processes. The energies of five trap levels ET1=0.77 eV, ET2=0.47 eV, ET3=0.64 eV, HT1=0.62 eV and HT2=0.53 eV were identified with reliable accuracy. These values were obtained by available analytical procedures, verified by simulations and confirmed by reference structures with basic layer types and compared with possible reference trap data. Native structural defects in GaAs were stated as the origin of these deep energy levels.
INTRODUCTION
The development and production of high quality materials is a crucial moment in the technical advancement of solar cells. However, obtaining a perfect crystal structure is nearly impossible due to the fact that it is very hard to ensure precise conditions of fabrication. In various cases it is unattainable to define the exact values of such factors as temperature, pressure and high purity. During the fabrication of these materials different types of impurities and defects are formed which can strongly affect the function and electrical properties of the final structures.
InGaAs and InGaAsN have attracted considerable attention due to their unique physical properties not only in the field of optoelectronic multi-junction solar cells, but also in heterojunction bipolar transistors and 1.2-1.3 µm injection lasers [1] . This is allowed by a strong downward bowing of the band gap, by the incorporation of nitrogen. Unfortunately, InGaAsN exhibits a poor electronic quality caused mainly by the degradation of the material due to structural defects by incorporation of indium and nitrogen [2, 3] .
The increasing requirements on the quality and efficiency of solar cells not only in space technology but also in terrestrial utilization has to be supported by various experiments and defect investigations on new materials and multilayer structures. The manufacture of high quality semiconductor materials must be supported by appropriate diagnostic methods. One of the most suitable diagnostic methods is Deep Level Transient Fourier Spectroscopy (DLTFS). DLTFS plays a key role in the investigation of the origin of defect states in semiconductor materials and satisfies the basic requirements of diagnostics, especially accuracy, non-destructivity and sensitivity.
The aim of this work is to investigate the emission and capture processes on InGaAsN/GaAs semiconductor structures for tandem solar cell applications by the DLTFS method. Main attention was devoted to analytical procedures, evaluation methods, and comparison of the obtained results with reference structures and literature.
EXPERIMENT
The experimental part of this work included DLTFS measurements and initial evaluation processes, which were carried out on a tandem solar cell structure labelled as NI78n, and on three basic structures, thus two p-i-n samples labelled as X343n and X329n and an intrinsic GaAs active region labelled as X346n. In order to be able to determine the presence of complex defect states and trap parameters, various comparisons of measured results were conducted.
Investigated samples
The submitted structures were grown by AtmosphericPressure Metal-Organic Vapor-Phase Epitaxy (AP-MOVPE) technology on a GaAs substrate at Wroclaw University of Technology in Poland. Experiments of deep energy level investigation were performed at the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava by the DLTFS measurement unit BioRad DL 8000. Initial and particular results are discussed. The InGaAsN/GaAs tandem solar cell structure NI78n was investigated under various DLTFS measurement conditions and input parameters. The sample included two p-i-n structures of p GaAs: Zn/i GaAs/n GaAs:Si and p InGaAsN/i InGaAsN/n GaAs with n ++ -p ++ InGaAs-based tunnel junction (TJ) between them. For comparison purposes, in addition three basic structures were also investigated.
Comparison of the measured results included one intrinsic GaAs sample (X346) grown at a temperature of 585
• C , and two p-i-n structures grown at 670
• C , where the basic GaAs p-i-n layer (X343n and X329n) had approximately the same layout as the upper p-i-n structure of the tandem solar cell (Fig. 1) . Different experiments were made to optimize the measurement parameters and to obtain evaluable spectra. Also the effect of measurement parameters on the resulting DLTFS signals was tested. Despite the fact that a wide range of measured data were obtained, only the most reliable results are shown. Figure 1 illustrates the structural properties of the investigated semiconductor structures.
DLTFS measurements
The DLTFS method is based on measurements of capacitance differences caused by emission and capture processes from deep energy levels in the semiconductor structure. Charge carriers are unloaded from a specific part of the depletion region by applying a reverse voltage followed by filling voltage excitation and measurement of the capacitance transient signal. The used parameters for signal comparison are summarized in Tab. 1, where the width of the measured capacitance transient signal is T W , the reverse voltage applied on the structure is U R , the filling voltage is U p , and finally the pulse width of the filling voltage is t p . Measurements were carried out at different times and reverse voltage variations for the temperature range from 85 K to 550 K.
First, the intrinsic GaAs sample X346n and the basic p-i-n structures X329n and X343n were tested. In the case of structure X346n three deep energy levels were obtained labelled as ET1, ET2 and HT1 at approximate temperatures 350, 400 and 450 K. Furthermore traps labelled as ET2 and ET3 (Fig. 3) were obtained by DLTFS measurements on sample X343n at temperatures 350 K and 375 K. Structure X329n exhibited responses from the deep energy level HT1 at temperature of 375 K. The presence of the deep energy level HT1 was confirmed in all three cases. Variation of the capacitance transients period width ensured different signals thereby more data for analysis.
Second, the tandem solar cell NI78n was investigated. Different reverse voltages and period widths were applied on the sample. We notice that only by different reverse voltages we were able to measure entirely different defect types (Fig. 3) . This was not achieved by period width variation. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , a lower value of the 
reverse voltage ensured a more significant signal for the deep energy level HT2 appropriate for the mathematical evaluation process.
DLTFS evaluation
The experimental measurements are followed by evaluation processes, thus the analytical part of the DLTFS investigation, hence the calculation of the Arrhenius curve for each deep energy level and determination of the main trap parameters: activation energy, capture cross section and trap concentration [4, 5] . The key moment of the DLTFS analysis is the usage of proper evaluation methods to be able to calculate these parameters. This investigation was aided by the direct Arrhenius evaluation method consisting in direct calculation of the Arrhenius curve according to the measured capacitance transient signals and the set of evaluation input parameters [6] . The main evaluation parameter is the minimal class (evaluation class), which defines the range of the used exponentially classified transient signals from low to high ones. The higher this number, the more accurate results we get. The literature [6] defines this parameter to be at least 40 to get acceptable, reliable and evaluable results. The direct method also includes mathematical separation, where the mentioned parameters are also settable. The separation method is an ideal tool for deconvolution of composite capacitance signals if a multiple defect state is assumed. A simulation method of DLTFS spectra was also utilized in order to verify the obtained data, which means a reverse DLTFS curve calculation according to the trap parameters and temperature range. The aim of the evaluation processes was to compare all measured data and to test the correspondence of the Arrhenius curves by the highest evaluation class with the reference trap curves.
Altogether, parameters for five deep energy levels were evaluated and investigated in all studied structures. Also the influence of the growth temperature on the results was examined. As shown below in the Arrhenius figures, no relations between the growth temperature and the presence of these structural defects were achieved.
The traps present in the intrinsic sample X346n, thus ET1, HT1 and ET2, were confirmed also by the other samples grown at higher temperatures. The single p-i-n sample X343n exhibited also another defect state labelled as ET3, whereas in the case of the p-i-n sample X329n only data of the deep energy level HT1 were obtained. The evaluation class of these results varied from 40 to 50, which represents a lower accuracy. The most accurate results were obtained in the case of the tandem solar cell structure NI78n, where the deep energy level ET1 was investigated at the highest evaluation class, thus 70. This was most likely observed as a result of three different trap states ET1, ET2 and HT2 activated at different reverse voltages as discussed earlier. The origin of defect states was tested with a mathematical deconvolution method and compared with reference data (Fig. 4, Tab. 2). can determine with high precision the origin of the defect state ET1. After reverse voltage variation and application of the deconvolution method the ET1 in the case of the tandem solar cell, as a complex defect, consisted of responses from deep energy levels corresponding to structural defects in GaAs stated by the literature. These data were confirmed also by DLTFS simulation as shown in Fig. 5 , hence ET1, ET2 and HT2 was observed. ET1 with high probability corresponds with native GaAs impurity reported in literature as EX2 [7] with energy of 0.73 eV or EL2 with 0.83 eV [8] . The reference trap EC2 [9] with energy of 0.48 eV was stated as a possible origin for ET2. Correspondences of the calculated energy values with the literature data are acceptably adequate. Unfortunately, the origin of a significant negative peak in the case of lower reverse voltage values could not be determined, the trap level HT2 with calculated energy 0.53 eV of this signal exhibited a low evaluation class 30. No reference data were stated. This energy level is an object of further studies. Less accurate values were obtained for the deep energy level ET3 which was also a complex defect state probably originated from reference traps EL12 [8] , EL16 [10] and EC2 [9] . The calculation accuracy dependence on complex defect state responses was assumed. Deep energy level HT1 was also determined as the reference trap HC1 [9] with energy 0.63 eV. All these data were verified by DLTFS simulation, where acceptable results were achieved. Shifted signals and amplitudes were obtained by parameter determination inaccuracy caused by the presence of complex defect states. Comparison of the achieved deep energy level data is summarized in Tab. 2.
CONCLUSION
This work deals with the investigation of deep energy levels in semiconductor structures based on compounds produced for tandem solar cell applications. The effects of measurement parameters (reverse voltage and time variation) upon the obtained results were examined. Reverse voltage variation was used as a better approach in the evaluation analytical procedure. Complex defect states were separated and each corresponding parameter was calculated by direct Arrhenius multilevel mathematical deconvolution. The energies of five trap levels ET1=0.77 eV, ET2=0.47 eV, ET3=0.64 eV, HT1=0.62 eV and HT2=0.53 eV were identified and compared with reference data.
The obtained Arrhenius curves reasonably agree with reference curves and the differences obtained in the parameter data were with high probability caused by the presence of complex defect states. All obtained deep energy parameters were summarized. Only in the case of the trap level HT2 no reference data were stated due to a low evaluation class 30. The origin of this deep energy level is the object of further studies. 
